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Abstract: This paper is a continuation of previous paper where the imbalance dataset problem was solved by applying a proposed novel partitioning-undersampling technique. Then a proposed innovative Insurance Fraud Detection (IFD) models were designed using base-classifiers; Decision Tree, Support Vector Machine and Artificial Neural Network. This paper proposed an innovative insurance fraud detection models by applying ensemble combining classifiers on IFD models designed previously using base-classifiers. Throughout the paper, ten-fold cross validation method of testing is used. Its originality lies in the use of several ensembles combining classifier and comparing between them for choosing the best model. Results from a publicly available automobile insurance fraud detection dataset demonstrate that DTIFD performs slightly better than all proposed models, ensemble combining classifier designed IFD models with high recall but still DTIFD model was the best. The proposed models were applied on another imbalance datasets and compared. Empirical results illustrate that the proposed models gave better results.
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I. Introduction

Insurance fraud is a significant and costly problem for both policyholders and insurance companies in all sectors of the insurance industry. In recent years, fraud detection has attracted a great deal of concern and attention. The Oxford English Dictionary [1] defines fraud as “wrongful or criminal deception intended to result in financial or personal gain”. Fraud occurs in a wide variety of forms and is ever changing as new technologies and new economic and social systems provide new opportunities for fraudulent activity. The total extent of business losses due to fraudulent activities is difficult to define. Phua et al. [2] described fraud as leading to the abuse of a profit organization's system without necessarily leading to direct legal consequences. Although there is no universally accepted definition of financial fraud, Wang et al. [3], defined it as “a deliberate act that is contrary to law, rule, or policy with intent to obtain unauthorized financial benefit”. Economically, insurance fraud is becoming an increasingly serious problem. Insurance fraud detection (IFD) is important for preventing the disturbing results of insurance fraud. IFD involves distinguishing fraudulent claims from genuine claims, thereby disclosing fraudulent behavior or activities and enabling decision makers to develop appropriate strategies to decrease the impact of fraud.

Fraud is a major problem causing a lot of losses for many insurance companies. Data mining can minimize some of these losses by making use of the massive collections of customer data. Besides scalability and effectiveness, the fraud-detection task is faced with technical problems that include imbalanced dataset, which have not been widely studied in the insurance fraud detection community. The insurance fraud detection or generally fraud detection data is imbalanced. The fraudulent cases are minority class while the legitimate cases are big majority class. Using the data as it is results in high success rate for predicting legitimate cases but without predicting any fraudulent cases. There are two methods that are used to solve this problem [4]. Since ensemble learning attracts much attention from pattern recognition and machine learning for good performance, several ensemble methods has applied to insurance fraud detection field in general but not that much in the automobile insurance fraud detection [5].

This paper introduces the new fraud detection method by using dataset that was re-sampled by using a proposed partitioning-undersampling technique. The decision tree, support vector machine and artificial neural network classifiers were used to design IFD models named base-classifiers models though out this research. The innovative use of grading, stacking and voting to process the IFD models has the possibility of getting better results. One related problem caused by imbalanced data includes measuring the performance of the classifiers. Recent work on imbalanced data sets was evaluated using better performance.
metrics such as recall, precision [6] [7] [8] and area under curve [9]. In this paper, recall, precision and PRC Curves (the Precision-Recall Characteristic curve) were used to evaluate the performance of models. Section 2 contains literature review, mentioning all recent researches in the area of insurance fraud detection and also Section 3 contains explains the data partitioning technique applied and includes also a brief description of data mining algorithms used. Section 4 contains data pre-processing and experimental setup and Section 5 illustrates the results and analysis followed by Conclusions.

II. Literature Review

A. Introduction:

The literature review is divided into two main topics. The first topic is Insurance fraud detection with special interest in automobile insurance fraud detection. The second topic deals with techniques used for solving imbalance dataset problem.

B. Insurance Fraud Detection:

Data mining has a significant role in IFD, as it is often applied to extract and uncover the hidden truths behind very large quantities of data. Data mining is about finding insights which are statistically reliable, unknown previously, and actionable from data [10]. This data must be available, relevant, adequate, and clean. Also, the data mining problem must be well-defined, cannot be solved by query and reporting tools, and guided by a data mining process model [11].

Bose and Mahapatra [12] defined data mining as a process of identifying interesting patterns in databases that can then be used in decision making. Turban et al. [13] defined data mining as a process that uses statistical, mathematical, artificial intelligence, and machine learning techniques to extract and identify useful information and subsequently gain knowledge from a large database. Frawley et al. stated that the objective of data mining is to obtain useful, non-explicit information from data stored in large repositories [14]. Kou et al. highlighted that an important advantage of data mining is that it can be used to develop a new class of models to identify new attacks before they can be detected by human experts [15]. Phua et al. pointed out that fraud detection has become one of the best established applications of data mining in both industry and government [2]. Various data mining techniques have been applied in IFD, such as artificial neural networks, logistic regression models, Naïve Bayes, support vector machine method and decision trees, among others [2].

The data mining techniques used for insurance fraud detection in published academic papers were identified; those papers were classified according to the used data mining techniques. All published papers on insurance fraud detection (IFD) using data mining technique in the period between 1997 and 2015 were classified [16]. The search phrase used was “insurance fraud detection data mining”, the search was done in the time period between 1997 and 2013 first, and then the same search was done for years 2013 to 2015. The detail results of this search was published in previous paper [17].

The data mining techniques used in insurance fraud detection are classified into six data mining application classes of classification, clustering, prediction, outlier detection, regression, and visualization. The insurance fraud consists of three types: automobile insurance (AI), crop insurance (CI) and healthcare insurance (HI). It was noticed that the most used data mining application class in all three insurance fraud types is classification thus it is used in this research.

Then more categorization is done using data mining algorithmic used (e.g., neural networks). Classification of the 44 papers according to data mining techniques, illustrated that the most often used techniques are logistic models, the Naïve Bayes, Decision tree, support vector machine, and artificial neural network all of which fall into the “classification” class. The majority of these papers are in automobile insurance fraud detection, it is believed that it has to do with the data collection. It very difficult to collect data for insurance fraud detection in general but there is punch-data available for automobile fraud detection.

In this research the base classifiers used are artificial neural network, decision tree and support vector machine. This choice was done based on the result of the review of the past papers. The most used classifier Logistic model and Naïve Bayes were not chosen because it would be a repeating for previous work. The classifiers were chosen from the ten most used to insure good results. Another criteria for choosing those classifiers are shown in details in previously published paper [18].

C. Techniques for Solving Imbalanced Dataset Problem:

When applying conventional machine learning algorithms the mining of imbalanced datasets can result in models that are strongly predictive for the larger class, while delivering performance which is poorly predictive for the minority class [19] [20]. This is due to the fact that conventional classifiers will attempt to return the most correct predictions based upon the entire dataset, this results in them categorizing all data as belonging to the larger class. This class is usually the class, which is of least interest to the data-mining problem. In the case of insurance fraud data mining, the majority class is the class where no fraud has occurred and the minority class being fraud. When minority class is very small a learner can deliver very high predictive accuracy even though it has classified none of the minority class correctly. Taking the area of interest of this thesis (fraud) the minority class would be ‘possibly fraudulent claims’ while the majority class would be ‘non fraudulent’.

Several classification techniques have been proposed and applied in the literature for imbalanced classification problems. These techniques can be classified in two major categories: resampling-then-classification and cost-sensitive learning. However, there are ensemble algorithms, which build an ingratiation of classifiers. Typically, these algorithms are ensemble of cost-sensitive learning or resampling-then-classification algorithms. The objective of using ensemble learning is to improve the classification performance. In this research a novel proposed resampling technique is used then ensemble techniques to design improved IFD models.

Ensemble Learning

The main idea of ensemble methodology is to combine a set of models, each of which solves the same original task, in order to obtain a better composite global model, with more accurate and reliable estimates or decisions than can be obtained from using a single model [21]. There are three main types Sequential Methodology, Concurrent Methodology and
Combining Classifiers. The ensemble models designed in this research are designed using Combining Classifiers. Combining Classifiers way of combining the classifiers may be divided into two main groups: simple multiple classifier combinations and meta-combiners. The simple combining methods are best suited for problems where the individual classifiers perform the same task and have comparable success. However, such combiners are more vulnerable to outliers and to unevenly performing classifiers. On the other hand, the meta-combiners are theoretically more powerful but are susceptible to all the problems associated with the added learning (such as over-fitting, long training time). In this research the simple combining method used is averaging and voting. The Meta combining methods used is stacking and grading.

A typical performance measure for classification is the so-called classified samples over the total number of training samples. However, for imbalanced classification problems this might not be a good performance indicator, since the majority class dominates the behavior of this metric. More specifically, naive decision rules can yield high classification accuracy. Alternatively, recall and precision can be used. They are defined as

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TN + FP} \tag{2}
\]

Still, precision is manipulated by the majority (negative) class. However, the recall is not and therefore, it is a more appropriate measure for this purpose. The space spanned by recall and precision is termed recall (x-axis)/Precision (y-axis) curve (PRC area). The PRC area provides a good visual representation. In this research, recall, precision and PRC are used as performance measures.

Special concentration is given to published papers in the area of automobile insurance fraud detection (AIFD), which used imbalanced dataset. The main problems facing IFD are imbalanced data and the choosing of data mining classifiers that give the best results. Analyzing AIFD past papers, mention in previous review paper [17] and few recent papers, reviewing the methods used to treat the imbalance data problem, DM classifier used and the evaluation methods used. The aim of analyzing the DM technique and imbalance dataset problem solving techniques is to show the unique of the proposed methods in this research.

In the following the techniques used in those papers, to solve the imbalance dataset problem are mentioned. Sternberg and Reynolds solved the problem by search manually for the features that cause type error (false positive) and type 2 error (false negative), and use these features to design the model [22]. Brockett et al., and Tennyson and Salsas Forn; improved the method a little by sorting the data into categories by an expert, this way the whole dataset is used [23], [24]. Caudill et al. and Artis et al. in two papers, used an oversampling of fraud claims in order to obtain a good representation for this group [25] [26] [27]. Pérez et al. also used oversampling of the fraud claims but testing with different percentage [6]. Other technique used to solve the imbalance data problem is random sampling with all its types. Belhadj et al. used simple random sampling [28]. Pinquet et al. divide the dataset randomly into two Holdout sample (Random auditing) and Working sample (Usual auditing strategy) [29]. Derrig et al. and Farquad et al. randomly resample the dataset using a stratified sampling using blocked ten-fold cross-validation [30] [7].

Another method used in few papers is partitioning the dataset into several subsamples Viaene et al. partitioning-sample, repeated 100 times, each time using a different randomization selection of the data [31]. Then Viaene et al. improved the above method by resampling the dataset by randomly partitioning the data into k disjoint sets of approximately equal size, and then use k fold cross validation [32]. Xu et al. generated multiple training subsets in terms of the reductions produced by rough set reduction technique [33]. Vasu and Ravi, proposed a hybrid undersampling approach that employs k-reverse nearest neighbour (kRNN) method to detect the outliers from majority class then using K-means clustering to further reduce the influence of the majority class [34]. Sundarkumar and Ravi further improved the proposed sampling method by including One-class support vector machine to reduce the majority class even more [8].

Those papers mentioned above were reviewed for the data mining algorithms used.

Sternberg and Reynolds, designed fraud detection expert system using the Cultural Algorithms (CA) that provides self-adaptive capabilities, which can generate the information necessary for the expert system to respond dynamically and provide an automated response to environmental changes [22]. Brockett et al. apply Kolionen’s used self-organizing feature map to classify automobile bodily injury claims by degree of fraud suspicion, neural network and a back propagation were used to investigate the validity of feature map approach and showed that it performed better than previous methods [23]. Several researches used logit model [25], [26], [24], [30], [27], [35]. Neural network was used by [30] [32]. Xu et al. (2011) used Neural network classifier then improved the performance of the classifier by designing an ensemble neural network [33]. Support vector machine is used in several papers [7] [30] [8] [34] and decision tree is also used in a lot of papers [30] [6] [36] [34] [7] [8]. Belhadj et al. and Pinquet et al. used Probit model to design expert system, then improved it more by using a Probit model, a two equation model for audit and fraud (a Bivariate Probit model with censoring) was estimated on a sample of suspicious claims for which the experts were left to take the audit decision. Results were rather close to those obtained with a random auditing strategy, at the expense of some instability with respect to the regression components set [28] [29].

Brockett et al. used another statistical technique principal component analysis of RIDIT (PRIDIT) [37]. Pathak et al. (2005) developed a fuzzy logic based expert system that can identify and evaluate whether elements of fraud are involved in insurance claims settlement thus reduce the need for human experts [38].
Viae et al. compared between several data mining classifiers, Neural networks, support vector machine (SVM), K-nearest neighbor, Naive Bayes (NB), Bayesian belief network, decision trees and Logistic model (LM), the results show that there is no great difference between the different classifiers, except SVM, LM and NB result were a little better [30]. Viae et al. used (smoothed) naive Bayes (NB), AdaBoosted naive Bayes (AB), and AdaBoosted weights of evidence (ABWOE) comparing them on this real-life data set, the boosted weight of evidence algorithm showed comparable (slightly better) discriminatory and ranking ability to (smoothed) naive Bayes with and without boosting, but clearly improved on the calibration of probability estimates [31]. Pérez et al. compared between two decision tree induction algorithms C4.5 and CTC [6]. Bhownik et al., compared between Naive Bayesian classification and decision tree-based classification using two decision tree algorithms (C4.5 algorithms and Consolidated Trees) [36]. Farquad et al. used SVM-RFE for feature selection, and for rule generation used decision tree (DT) and Naive Bayes tree (NB Tree) [7]. Vasu and Ravi compared between several classifiers, support vector machine (SVM), logistic regression (LR), multi layer perceptron (MLP), radial basis function network (RBF), group method of data handling (GMDH), genetic programming (GP) and decision tree (J48) [34]. Sundarkumar and Ravi, improved the previous propped undersampling method tested its efficiency by comparing the new results with previous result, again using several classifier algorithms support vector machine (SVM), logistic regression (LR), multi layer perceptron (MLP), radial basis function network (RBF), group method of data handling (GMDH), genetic programming (GP) and decision tree (J48); it was shown that the new proposed method gave better results; DT and SVM produced the best results [8].

III. Background

A. Data Partitioning

According to Chan, et al. [39], the desired distribution of the data partitions belonging to a particular fraud detection data set must be determined experimentally. In a related study, it is recommended by Chan and Stolfo [40] that data partitions should neither be too large for the time complexity of the learning algorithms nor too small to produce poor classifiers [4]. Given this information, the approach adopted is to randomly select a fixed number of legal examples and merge them with the entire fraud examples. The data partitions are formed by merging all the available X fraud instance (923) with a different set of Y legal instances to form ten X: Y partitions; use sampling with-replacement and without-replacement. The fraud instances: legitimate instance (923:923) with a fraud: legitimate distribution of 50:50; gave the best result and was used throughout the whole experiments in this study. This data partitioning technique is explained in more details in a previously published paper[18].

B. Algorithms Used in the Proposed Models

1) Grading

The term graded is used in the sense of classifications that have been marked as correct or incorrect. The method transforms the classification made by the k different classifiers into k training sets by using the instances k times and attaching them to a new binary class in each occurrence. This class indicates whether the k th classifier yielded a correct or incorrect classification, compared to the real class of the instance.

For each base classifier, one meta-classifier is learned whose task is to classify when the base classifier will misclassify. At classification time, each base classifier classifies the unlabeled instance. The final classification is derived from the classifications of those base classifiers that are classified to be correct by the meta-classification schemes. In case several base classifiers with different classification results are classified as correct, voting, or a combination considering the confidence estimates of the base classifiers, is performed. Grading may be considered as a generalization of cross-validation selection [41], which divides the training data into k subsets, builds k-1 classifiers by dropping one subset at a time and then using it to find a misclassification rate. Finally, the procedure simply chooses the classifier corresponding to the subset with the smallest misclassification. Grading make this decision separately for each and every instance; by using only those classifiers that are predicted to classify that instance correctly. The main difference between grading and combiners (or stacking), are that the former does not change the instance attributes by replacing them with class predictions or class probabilities (or adding them to it). Instead it modifies the class values. Furthermore, in grading several sets of meta-data are created, one for each base classifier.

2) Stacking

Stacking is a technique whose purpose is to achieve the highest generalization accuracy. This method tries to distinguish between reliable classifiers and not reliable. It is used to combine models built by different inducers. The idea is to create a new dataset containing a tuple for each tuple in the original dataset. However, instead of using the original input attributes, it uses the predicted classification of the classifiers as the input attributes. The target attributes remains as in the original training set.

Test instance is first classified by each of the base classifiers. These classifications are fed into a meta-level training set from which a meta-classifier is produced. This classifier combines the different predictions into a final one. It is recommended that the original dataset will be partitioned into two subsets. The first subset is reserved to form the meta-dataset and the second subset is used to build the base-level classifiers. Consequently the meta-classifier predications reflect the true performance of base-level learning algorithms. Stacking performances could be improved by using output probabilities for every class label from the base-level classifiers. In such cases, the number of input attributes in the meta-dataset is multiplied by the number of classes [21].
3) **Voting**

In this combining schema, each classifier has the same weight. A classification of an unlabeled instance is performed according to the class that obtains the highest number of votes. Mathematically it can be written as:

\[
\text{Class}(x) = \arg\max_{c \in \text{dom}(y)} \sum_{y \in \text{dom}(y)} \frac{1}{y_{k_c} = \arg\max_{c_j \in \text{dom}(y)} P_{k_j}(y = c_j | x)}
\]

Where \(M_k\) denotes classifier \(k\) and \(P_{k_c}(y = c | x)\) denotes the probability of \(y\) obtaining the value \(c\) given an instance \(x\).

### IV. Data Pre-processing and Experimental Setup

**A. Data description**

In this research the insurance dataset used was originally used by Phua et al. (2004) [42]. This dataset mainly contains automobile insurance claims during the period 1994–1996, comprises 32 variables, with 31 predictor variables and one class variable. It consists of 15,420 samples of which 14,497 are legitimate cases and 923 are fraudulent cases, which mean there are 94% legitimate cases and 6% fraudulent cases.

**B. Data Cleaning and Preparation**

It is observed that the age attribute in the dataset appeared twice in numerical and categorical form as well; hence the categorical attribute was chosen since it is simpler.

Further, the date of the accident was represented by the four attributes year, month, week of the month and day of the insurance claim was represented by three attributes. Thus, a new attribute gap was derived from all these attributes; it represents the time difference between the accident occurrence and insurance claim. Hence, 15,420 examples with 24 predictor variables and one class variable formed the final dataset.

**C. Experimental setup**

The experiment setup of this paper can be divided into several steps mentioned below:

1) The original dataset is resample using Partitioning-undersampling technique with fraud: legal ratio of 50:50 and using sampling with-replacement; which was shown to give the best results.

2) The best base-classifiers models from a previous paper; IFDDT, IFDSVM and IFDANN that were designed using Decision Tree, Supper Vector Machine and Artificial Neural Network will be used in this experiment.

3) In hope to enhance the previously proposed IFD models, ensemble combination classifiers were applied to base-classifier IFD models and all possible combinations of different base-classifiers IFD models. Stacking, Grading and Voting; the ensemble combining classifiers were used in this research to form several IFD ensemble modes.

4) Since the dataset was imbalanced the best evaluation and validation measurements are Recall, Precision and the area under the Precision-Recall (PR) curve. Those evaluation and validation measures were explained in more details in previously published paper [18], justifying their usage. A comparison is done based on the evaluation and validation measures results of the proposed IFD ensemble models.

5) For further evaluation of the proposed models the p-value is calculate to test if the difference between the models is statistically significant.

6) The proposed models were applied on another imbalance dataset (German Dataset) are the results of both datasets was compared and analysis.

7) Then the novel proposed IFD models using German dataset were compared with previously designed models using the same dataset.

### V. Results and Analysis

Ensemble combining classifiers are applied on base-classifier models to design proposed IFD ensemble models. The experiment is designed to use the best base-classifiers models from a previous paper; IFDDT, IFDSVM and IFDANN that we designed using Decision Tree, Supper Vector Machine and Artificial Neural Network. Three different ensemble combining classifiers are used namely Grading, Stacking and Vote.

**A. IFD Models Using Grading**

Grading is a meta combining ensemble classifier, that grade the base classifiers [43], as explained in (section III ). All possible combinations of the three best classifiers from the previous paper, are formed by using grading also single classifiers were used since it could be applied on single classifier. As mentioned previously the models are evaluated using recall, precision and PRC area, which were recorded. The models are chosen according to the recall value if two or more have the same recall value then they are chose according to precision or both.

The classifier has several parameters, which were adjusted by trial and error choosing the best. The meta-classifier used for the grading is OneR, which was chosen from several chooses. OneR is a classifier that uses the minimum-error attribute for prediction of numeric attributes [44].

The ten partitions of the subsample are used to design an ensemble model and then an average is calculated for the ten partitions. The models of the ten partitions of the subsample are combined in one model using averaging. The seven ensemble models that were designed using grading are compared using recall, precision and PRC area as shown in Table (1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grading</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>PRC Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Grading improved the IFDANN model from 87.7% to 89.5% but the IFDSVM and IFDDT did not improve as their recall value decreased. IFDSVM model using grading, recall decreased to 93.4% from 94.1%. IFDDT model using grading; recall decrease to 94.3% from 95.8%. The best model designed using grading is the ensemble combination of IFDSVM and IFDDT; which recall is 95.4%.
Table 1: Grading of base-classifier models combination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>PRC Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>93.6%</td>
<td>69.0%</td>
<td>70.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>89.5%</td>
<td>69.3%</td>
<td>69.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
<td>94.3%</td>
<td>69.1%</td>
<td>70.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM-ANN</td>
<td>93.6%</td>
<td>69.1%</td>
<td>70.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM-DT</td>
<td>95.4%</td>
<td>69.1%</td>
<td>71.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN-DT</td>
<td>92.9%</td>
<td>69.1%</td>
<td>70.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM-ANN-DT</td>
<td>94.3%</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
<td>70.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Stacking of base-classifier models combination

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STACKING</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>PRC Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>93.6%</td>
<td>69.0%</td>
<td>71.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>94.3%</td>
<td>68.9%</td>
<td>77.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
<td>94.4%</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
<td>75.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM-ANN</td>
<td>94.1%</td>
<td>69.1%</td>
<td>77.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM-DT</td>
<td>94.1%</td>
<td>69.1%</td>
<td>76.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN-DT</td>
<td>94.6%</td>
<td>69.1%</td>
<td>78.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM-ANN-DT</td>
<td>94.0%</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Vote of base-classifier models combination

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VOTE</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>PRC Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>93.6%</td>
<td>69.0%</td>
<td>70.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>92.6%</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
<td>76.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
<td>94.3%</td>
<td>69.1%</td>
<td>75.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM-ANN</td>
<td>93.6%</td>
<td>69.0%</td>
<td>78.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM-DT</td>
<td>93.8%</td>
<td>69.0%</td>
<td>76.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN-DT</td>
<td>93.5%</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
<td>79.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM-ANN-DT</td>
<td>93.8%</td>
<td>69.3%</td>
<td>79.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. IFD models using Vote

In this Section, more IFD models were designed using voting, which is a simple combining ensemble classifier. It is a class for combining classifiers; different combinations of probability estimates for classification are available [46, 47].

The classifier has several parameters whose best values were found by testing several values by trial and error. The best base-classifiers models and all possible combinations of those models were used to design the ensemble IFD models. After combing the ten partitions of the subsample using averaging the resulting models are compared according to recall, precision ad PRC area as shown in Table (3). Applying vote on the single base-classifier model improved the IFDANN model a lot from 87.7% to 92.6% but the other two models didn’t improve. IFDSVM model using voting, recall decreased to 93.6% from 94.1%. IFDDT model using voting; recall decrease to 94.3% from 95.8%. The best model designed using voting is the IFDDT; which recall is 94.3%.

D. Evaluating the IFD Ensemble Models

For evaluating the proposed IFD models, two methods were followed. First proving that the different in the recall between the models is statistically significant difference and then applying those models on another imbalance dataset and comparing between the results.

The p-values for the designed IFD models were calculated, using t-test with nil-hypothesis that the mean of samples are equal. All models are compared with the best model DT. The models have p-value less than 0.05; thus the nil-hypothesis is reject; meaning that the difference between the models is a significant difference [48]. All designed IFD models are shown in Table (4) sorted according to their Recall and also showing their p-value. The Recall of all designed models shown in Table (4), show that the application of ensemble combining classifiers produced a strong classifiers but still IFDDT with recall 95.8%, is the best designed model. Next to IFDDT model came model using grading (SVM-DT) (IFD-G-SVM-DT) with recall 95.4%, model using stacking (ANN-DT) (IFD-S-ANN-DT) with recall 94.6% and the model using grading(SVM-ANN-DT) (IFD-G-SVM-ANN-DT) with recall 94.3%.

The proposed models were applied on German dataset to use for evaluation of the proposed models. A comparing between averaged partitions and German dataset models is shown in Table (5). The results of applying the proposed models on German dataset, is shown on Table (5), the best two models that gave best results are the model using Grading...
(SVM-ANN-DT) with recall 78.4% and the model using Vote (SVM-ANN-DT) with recall 77.3%. This results show that the ensemble combining classifiers give enhance the IFD models that were designed at first using base-classifiers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>PRC Area</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DT</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>69.4%</td>
<td>73.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grading(SVM-DT)</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>69.1%</td>
<td>71.4%</td>
<td>1.325E-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stacking(ANN-DT)</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>69.1%</td>
<td>78.7%</td>
<td>6.787E-22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stacking(DT)</td>
<td>94.4</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
<td>75.9%</td>
<td>1.555E-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grading(SVM-ANN-DT)</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
<td>70.9%</td>
<td>2.342E-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vote(DT)</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>69.1%</td>
<td>75.1%</td>
<td>1.000E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grading(DT)</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>69.1%</td>
<td>70.9%</td>
<td>1.043E-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stacking(ANN)</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>68.9%</td>
<td>77.7%</td>
<td>7.866E-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stacking(SVM-ANN)</td>
<td>94.1</td>
<td>69.1%</td>
<td>77.9%</td>
<td>2.408E-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stacking(SVM-DT)</td>
<td>94.1</td>
<td>69.1%</td>
<td>76.7%</td>
<td>1.487E-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>94.1</td>
<td>68.9%</td>
<td>70.7%</td>
<td>1.023E-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stacking(SVM-ANN-DT)</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
<td>1.364E-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vote(SVM-ANN-DT)</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>69.3%</td>
<td>79.2%</td>
<td>3.418E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vote(SVM-DT)</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>69.0%</td>
<td>76.0%</td>
<td>1.425E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grading(SVM-ANN)</td>
<td>93.6</td>
<td>69.1%</td>
<td>70.6%</td>
<td>2.531E-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vote(SVM-ANN)</td>
<td>93.6</td>
<td>69.0%</td>
<td>78.3%</td>
<td>1.372E-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stacking(SVM)</td>
<td>93.6</td>
<td>69.0%</td>
<td>71.8%</td>
<td>5.047E-42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vote(SVM)</td>
<td>93.6</td>
<td>69.0%</td>
<td>70.5%</td>
<td>3.267E-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grading(SVM)</td>
<td>93.6</td>
<td>69.0%</td>
<td>70.4%</td>
<td>2.473E-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vote(ANN-DT)</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
<td>79.2%</td>
<td>8.324E-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grading(ANN-DT)</td>
<td>92.9</td>
<td>69.1%</td>
<td>70.4%</td>
<td>2.352E-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vote(ANN)</td>
<td>92.6</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
<td>76.2%</td>
<td>6.543E-32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN</td>
<td>89.7</td>
<td>69.0%</td>
<td>76.7%</td>
<td>6.788E-33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grading(ANN)</td>
<td>89.5</td>
<td>69.3%</td>
<td>69.3%</td>
<td>2.134E-13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: IFD base-classifiers and ensemble models p-value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Averaged Partitions</th>
<th>German Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>Recall</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: comparing between averaged partitions and German dataset models

VI. Conclusions

Ensemble combining classifiers were applied on IFD models that were designed in previous paper using an imbalance automobile insurance fraud detection dataset. The imbalance dataset problem was solved by a novel proposed technique “partitioning-undersampling”.

The proposed models were evaluated according to their recall. The model with the highest recall is IFDDT which was designed using decision tree base classifier, but the second, third and fourth best classifiers are: model using grading
(SVM-DT) (IFD-G-SVM-DT) with recall 95.4%, model using stacking (ANN-DT) (IFD-S-ANN-DT) with recall 94.6% and the model using grading (SVM-ANN-DT) (IFD-G-SVM-ANN-DT) with recall 94.3%; which all were designed using ensemble classifiers.

These novel proposed models were applied on another imbalance dataset again the models with the highest recall were the ensemble combination of the three base-classifiers models. The best two models are the model using Grading (SVM-ANN-DT) with recall 78.4% and the model using Vote (SVM-ANN-DT) with recall 77.3%, this proves that ensemble combining classifiers produce powerful IFD models. The difference between those models was shown to be statistically significant difference by calculating their p-value.
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